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Comment...
After a particularly testing year, all companies

are looking forward with bated breath to a

more normal 2010. There are many things a

company can control, but when the financial

markets and governments go into such a spin,

companies can only keep their heads down

and get on with what they do best. The severity

has hit different countries at different speeds

and there have been redundancies all the way

from Asia to Europe and the UK. 

What is a credit to the membership is that only

two companies from our broad base of

businesses  went out of business

internationally, and those failures were

probably not as a result of their repair side, 

but due to major contracts going wrong.

Companies have had to pull in their belts, with

a significant number of customer’s ,particularly

international companies, closing operations

and consolidating. There was a virtual standstill

in the building industry, car manufacturing and

a collapse in the price of raw materials

including oil at the beginning of 2009. 

The elderly statesmen in the industry have

probably weathered three recessions, but this

has probably been as rough as it gets. So roll

on 2010, if companies can withstand such a

storm, then it bodes well for more stable

market conditions, and certainly the

companies featured in this edition are keeping

busy and look ready to take advantage of any

upturn when it comes.

For advertising and editorial articles
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Tim Marks at The AEMT Ltd. St Saviours
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IECEx Service Facility

Approval Scheme

Certification for Service 

Facilities in the Ex industry

Sira, the IECEx Certification Body that issued the world’s
first and UK’s first Service Facility Certificates, offers the
assessment and on-site certification of organisations that
provide a Repair and Overhaul service to the Ex industry.

IECEx Scheme developed with

active participation from Sira.

Links with other Sira Certification Schemes:  
- Competence Professional 
- EASA Training and Competence Assessment
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Assessments carried out as stipulated in IEC 60079-19, IECEx 0D/15 
and OD/14, in accordance with Scheme rules IECEx 03

For more information about the scheme please contact Sira

The Accredited Way to Repair

Tel: +44 (0)1244 670900 or

Email: qa@siracertification.com

www.siracertification.com

• Ex Product Certification  • ATEX QAN &   IECEx QAR

• ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001

MANAGEMENT
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I n d u s t r i a l  &  T e c h n i c a l  S e r v i c e s

SERVO MOTOR 
REPAIR CENTRE

UNIT 11, 158 TITHE STREET, LEICESTER LE5 4BN 
ENGLAND U.K.

TEL: +44 (0) 116 276 8686 
FAX: +44 (0) 116 276 6776  

info@alphaelectrics.com  www.alphaelectrics.com

A L P H A  E L E C T R I C S

On 1st. May 2010 the earlier version of the

IEC 60079 19 1993 standard is withdrawn.

The new version of IEC 60079 19: 2007

states that in cases where a rotating

machine has undergone a total or partial

rewind it “shall be subjected to the following

tests as far as is reasonably practicable:

locked rotor.

Dr. Martin Killeen of Loughborough College,

and AEMT Lead Lecturer looks at some of

the issues this raises.

Since the publication of the AEMT/BEAMA

Code of Practice on The Repair and

Overhaul of Electrical Apparatus in 1984,

and the subsequent issue of the BS EN and

IEC 60079-19 standard, which was last

updated in 2006/7, there has always been

a need for repairers to monitor and comply

with any changes in such standards or

codes. One aspect that has always been

present with regard to rotating electrical

machines is the series of post repair tests

that should be performed and correctly

recorded if a partial or full rewind has been

performed prior to the motor or generator

being returned to the customer.  

Most of the tests do not have any surprises

and basically cover resistance and

continuity, insulation resistance, the

dreaded hi-pot voltage withstand test or the

more commonly called flash test, an

impulse test and the no load test i.e. does it

go round in the right direction, give me the

correct speed, are the bearings OK, and is it

balanced?  The one that surprisingly seems

to be catching a few repairers out is the

additional need to perform a locked rotor

test. The initial reaction can be in some

cases a roll of the eyes and a statement

such as ‘not yet more things to do’ or ‘do I

really need to do it?’ The simple answer is

yes you do, unless written permission has

been obtained from the user to omit the

test. It is nothing new and not difficult to

perform. You cannot choose elements of

the standard you want to comply with, you

have to comply with all of it. Most confusion

or debate on what a standard requires is

usually down to interpretation of the

statements, missing out a prescribed test

that is very clear and has always been

required is not a defensible position. 

What causes even more confusion is if you

research what a locked rotor test needs to

record and how to do it.  The purist will

state that the torque and watts should be

recorded as well as voltage and current.

Interestingly the Ex repair standard does not

ask for the torque or watt values as this is

really needed to estimate the efficiency of

the machine. Generally, the locked rotor test

is used to determine the characteristics of

the motor at standstill and include the

locked rotor torque, current and power

factor. Combined with the results from the

no load test and the winding resistance

test, the efficiency of the machine can be

estimated by the summation of loss

method. However, this is not the real reason

that the locked rotor test is asked for in the

Ex Repair Standard BS EN 60079-19 2007,

tests on rotating machines .

“The stator windings of cage machines shall

be energised at an appropriate reduced

voltage, with the rotor locked, to obtain

between 75% and 125% of full- load current

and to check the balance on all phases

Unbalance shall be less than 5% of middle

value”

“The test, which in some respects is an

alternative to a full-load test, is used to

confirm the integrity of the stator winding

and its joints and indicate the presence of

rotor defects.High Voltage (for example

1,000V ac/1500v dc and above) and non

cage machines may require alternative

and/or additional tests. This shall be the

subject of the repair or overhaul contract.”

If you are asked to measure the torque this

is usually achieved by fixing a torque arm of

known length to the motor shaft and

measuring the force at the end of the arm.

A spring balance attached to the arm can

be used for this purpose (see Fig. 1) but

load cells (devices which change resistance

as mechanical force is applied to them) are

much more accurate and are relatively low

cost.  They are recommended as the best

option (see Fig 2).

To perform a locked rotor test the rotor is

prevented from moving, or only allowed to

move very slowly, which effectively makes

the motor look like a short circuited three

phase transformer and, therefore, the

applied voltage must be kept very low or

you will experience currents well above the

rated values and burn out the windings.  So,

if torque measurement is not required and it

isn’t to meet the requirements of the Ex

Repair Standards, then the only equipment

Fig. 2. Arrangement for locked rotor test using
load cell

Fig. 1. Arrangement for locked rotor test using
spring balance

THE LOCKED
ROTOR TEST
and Hazardous Area Stator Repairs. 
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needed is something that gives the ability to

lock the rotor, instruments to measure

voltage and phase currents and a supply

system that enables you to control the

voltage and reduce it to a low value. When

the rotor is locked you will be able to

achieve rated current at a very low voltage

so you need  to be able to control the

supply voltage and must achieve this by

using a three phase variac unless you have

very sophisticated test equipment.

(Remember, if you are dealing with a slip

ring machine, which is rare under Ex

designs, then the slip rings need to be

shorted out. Squirrel cage rotors are

naturally short circuited).

You can determine the power factor from

the two wattmeters (if used) or the power

analyser and will get low power factor

values, so do not be surprised if one of the

wattmeters gives a negative value. You

might also observe that the power factor

gradually increases as you do the test, don’t

panic this is normal, because the power

factor will change as the machine warms up

which is increasing the resistance of the

windings. The position in which you have

clamped the rotor may also affect the

voltage you need to apply to get rated

current.  Again, this is nothing to get worried

about as it sometimes happens depending

on the type of design. This is why some

• If thermal protection is available,

interlock the supply to shutdown on over

temperature. If this is not available shut

down before a duration of ten seconds

locked rotor, to prevent over temperature

degradation or burn out.

• Raise the voltage until the current = the

full load current (see nameplate) or the

actual current drawn on load if known

(the operating point).

• Read the voltage, and current, (and

power and torque if required) very quickly.

• Shut down.

Why do you perform this test if you are not

using it to estimate efficiency? The simple

answer is that unless you can perform a

load run to a stable temperature for the

machine that has been rewound, it is the

simplest way to check that the winding can

experience rated current or slightly above

rated current before you return it to the

customer. 

On repairing an Ex machine it seems logical

that the winding should experience the

rated current and that things are checked

before it is to be used on site in an Ex zone. 

You will note that the final test summary

page of the AEMT repair sheet requires the

locked rotor data to be recorded, but it does

not include the torque or watt values. The

test is required for all types of Ex motors

that have had a rewind if such a repair

process is allowed. The no load test enables

you to run the machine at near rated speed

and rated voltage so, by performing both

tests, you have checked all the parameters

except stable on load temperatures. 

Obviously if you are asked to perform an

actual load run on a machine then the need

to do these tests is removed.  Testing a

pump for head flow rate for example can be

used as an effective load run. 

Finally remember to check the rotation

when a locked rotor test is being performed,

before you wind up the voltage. This can be

dangerous, if the clamping method being

used assumes a rotational direction. Follow

the standard procedure for testing as you

are dealing with rated currents. The AEMT

has a number of publications to advise on

“Safety in electrical testing” and the general

tests performed as part of induction motor

repair procedures.  

Fig. 3 Typical Locked Rotor Schematic

V1,V2 Voltmeters, A1, A2, A3, Ammeters, W1,W2 Wattmeters (not essential)

Photo: 
An arrangement
for locking the
rotor at
MARC(Thailand),
which meets the
requirements of
the standard.

Medway Electric Motor Centre 
5 Revenge Road

Lordswood Industrial Estate

Lordswood

Chatham

Kent

ME5 8UD

To find out more call Tony Rocco on: 01634 666388 

24hr mobile: 07710 755622 or email: tr@medway.uk.com

Medway Electric Motor Centre can now offer ABB high voltage machines from stock, cutting the normal lead 

time from 20 weeks to one day. End users have a viable alternative to rewinding failed machines, giving them  

all the benefits of a new machine without the wait.

 National stock centre for ABB high voltage, 3.3 kV machines

 Also available from stock:

 – low voltage motors up to 500 kW, 2, 4, 6 poles

 – low voltage motors high output up to 315 kW, 2, 4, 6 poles

 – low voltage motors, aluminium frames up to 55 kW, 2, 4, 6 poles

MEDWAY ELECTRIC MOTOR CENTRE

MEDWAY ELECTRIC MOTOR CENTRE

ABB NATIONAL STOCK CENTRE OFFERS SAME DAY 
DELIVERY OF 3.3 kV HIGH VOLTAGE MACHINES

people perform the test by allowing the rotor

to rotate very slowly or alternatively you can

take an average of values obtained. As an

aside, if you have a squirrel cage and you

apply single phase to the motor, a cyclic

variation of current, when the rotor is moved

through a pole pitch, can indicate a faulty

rotor.   

Test Method
• Connect the motor briefly to the supply

and check the direction of rotation.

Switch off and reverse the rotation if

necessary by changing over any two

supply leads at the motor terminals.

• Fasten the torque arm to the rotor shaft,

if torque is being measured, or lock the

rotor by some other means. Adjust the

position of the load cell such that the

torque arm, when horizontal, exerts a

vertical downward pressure on the cell

and set the torque meter to zero.

• Connect ammeters, voltmeter, power

analyser or two wattmeters.  Make sure

instruments you are using are suitable for

use on low power factor loads.

• Connect the motor to low voltage mains

frequency supply via a variac or

something that can control the voltage

supplied. The necessary supply voltage is

usually around an eighth of normal.
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This is a particularly exciting time for

Quartzelec, and it is a great credit to the

existing management team. 

Quartzelec was legally formed in 2007 after

the management buyout of the UK repair

and service arm of Cegelec in 2006. At that

time, Cegelec UK Ltd had been built up by

many of the same team to become a

£50million turnover company. The company

was bought in a management buyout in the

true sense of the word. The team was put

together by Daniel Laval, who joined Cegelec

UK as their MD in 2003. The full team

consisted of six business unit managers,

Roger Regan, technical director, with a vast

technical experience having joined AEI in

1965, David Whyte, the human resources

director, Ken Wanless, the finance director

and Tim Langhorn, a non executive director

who had been business development

director at ABB with experience of some

significant acquisitions, disposals and

mergers.

This makes up a very strong team with a

tremendous depth of experience in all areas.

The new management team is used to

working at the sharp end and has been a

breath of fresh air, stimulating the company

to spread its wings and take full advantage

of the unique position it holds in the

industry, with a clear focus on their strategic

direction.

Not long after the major rebrand exercise to

Quartzelec, the team purchased Clarich in

January 2008. Clarich had been formed out

of the Alstom coil manufacturing business

and was also based at the Rugby site. Six

months later, in July 2008, they purchased

TS Metals, an engineering, welding and

metal fabrication company also in Rugby

and able to provide Quartzelec’s specialist

requirements including stator frames, cowls

etc.

Under previous French ownership, the UK

arm had been restricted with overseas

activity, but this was soon rectified after the

buyout with new offices and workshop

facilities in Abu Dhabi and Malaysia and a

number of overseas agency agreements put

in place.

To understand the capabilities that

Quartzelec possess today it is worth looking

back at its roots, which embody a major part

of the history of British engineering.

BTH (British Thomson Houston with GE

licences going back to 1896) and

Metropolitan Vickers (originally British

Westinghouse and going back to 1919) were

merged into AEI in 1928. There was great

rivalry between BTH based in Rugby, and

Metropolitan Vickers based in Manchester,

and even under AEI they continued to

compete tooth and nail for power station

contracts (similar to the rivalry of their

parentage: GE and Westinghouse in

America).

AEI under Lord Chandos never solved this

problem and in the end weakened their

businesses by dispending with their names

to trade under the less well known AEI

banner in 1960. This error made AEI fall

prey to Arnold Weinstock’s GEC in 1967

after a £120million bid. The AEI name

disappeared and parts of the Trafford Park

AEI factory were shut within 2 weeks of the

takeover. Lancashire Dynamo Crypto (LDC)

also in Manchester was taken over by GEC

in the same year and its name was merged

into GEC’s. A similar fate for Lord Nelson’s

English Electric occurred in 1968.

In 1989 GEC took a 24.5% stake in CGEE

Alsthom, which had overseen the

electrification of France since 1913. GEC

Alsthom was floated onto the stock

exchange to become Alstom (without the ‘h’).

The service and contracting divisions

became the subject of a leverage

management buyout in 2001 to form

Cegelec, and with the most recent

management buyout – Quartzelec!

As such, the pedigree of the company is

positively enviable and Quartzelec retains

access to many of the original design

records of the above companies and is still

able to service and repair them. Although

some of these machines are becoming

‘antique’, they were so well built that they

are still performing well in all corners of the

world with Quartzelec still supplying major

spares support for many of these older

designs.

Today Quartzelec is a multi-faceted company

not only providing services in the field of

rotating electrical machines, but also

specialist HV and LV contracting services,

including: construction, inspection and

maintenance of T&S networks from 415V to

132kV, switching, isolations and earthing on

private networks, power distribution and

infrastructure, small power and lighting,

utility services and metered supplies,

Journalaemt

Quartzelec
A vibrant company emerging from its chrysalis.

The substantial test area with a sliding roof overlooked by the sound proofed control room.

The large Varnish Tank recessed into the floor close to the curing oven.

The 80 tonne Noble and Lund Lathe.

The new 7.5MW DC, 54rpm winder rotor on the 80 tonne lathe.
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instrumentation and process control and fire

& security systems.

The company currently employs around 600

people around the UK with just over a third of

them based at Rugby. Their premises are one

of the original BTH buildings from the mid

1920’s, but during a recent £2.5 million

upgrade has been successfully updated with

a deep clean and repaint, windows and

rooflights repaired and cleaned, new

entrance, re-location of the test facility as well

as fully integrating the Clarich business. New

offices have been added onto the mezzanine

landing running the length of the 7,300 sq

metre workshop, accommodating the design

teams, project managers, technical

consultants and application engineers as well

as their administration support. 

Quartzelec has the ability not only to repair

and service, but with the records they have,

and a full design department, they can

manufacture complete high voltage

machines on a one off basis, also re-

designing and re-rating existing machines.

The most impressive work being carried out

during the AEMT visit to the gleaming

workshop was the design and build of a

bespoke 7.5MW, DC, 54rpm mine winder for

an Australian mine. The machine was

nearing completion with the new rotor on the

large Noble and Lund Lathe.

Today, the workshop is serviced along its

complete length by two 50 tonne cranes

giving a 100 tonne capacity with a working

height of 18.5 metres. These are backed up

by a number of 2 tonne swing jibs down the

length of the assembly hall. Their equipment

includes an impressive 80 tonne Noble and

Lund lather with a 3 metre swing, a smaller

Greening and Crowther lather with a 2 metre

swing and a Craven vertical boring mill with

a 2.4 metre swing and 2.1metre height.

These are supported by various other

machine tools and a light machine shop.

With these facilities available, the product

range they support is extensive covering the

largest AC and DC motors, including FD and

ID fan motors, BF and CW pump motors as

well as ancilliary equipment for power

generation, cement works, steel works,

marine etc. The business has also become a

major player in the repair and refurbishment

of turbo-alternators up to 500MW, hydro

generators and related excitation, associated

protection and control.

A typical job they had just completed for a

UK port involved the design and

manufacture of a new 35MW stator after a

catastrophic failure rendering the machine

virtually scrap. This gave Quartzelec the

opportunity to totally redesign the winding to

reduce the turn to turn voltage and

introduce semi roebel transposition in the

new high voltage coils manufactured by

Clarich. The core was pressed and rebuilt

from scratch, tested and returned to a

delighted customer.

A major part of the upgrade of the Rugby

facility entailed moving and overhauling their

very comprehensive test facility. This is no

ordinary test facility, and together with the

range of machinery, the test area and the

control room occupies the best part of two

tennis courts.

The test equipment includes four DC

generators, an AC generator and a test set

for loading. The equipment in the machine

hall weighs more than 200 tonnes, so it has

been a major operation to move and update.

The whole test area is separately enclosed

with a roof which slides open to allow access

from the two overhead 50 tonne cranes.

Overlooking the test area is a raised, sound

proofed, control room, which is also next to

the machine hall. The new state of the art

control systems incorporate continuous data

logging and the latest software and

hardware to cope with the variety of

machines that they are able to handle. This

includes not just measurement of the power

output and input, but also acceleration

speeds, temperature, thermal stability and

vibration. 

The test area has an 11kV grid supply

converted to DC from a 12 pulse rectifier to

drive their own motor generator sets for AC

and DC supplies. They also have a large

Brentford regulator. The large generator test

set for loading is still called the Moseley

Road Set, having originated from the AEI

works in Manchester which means the

rotating tests offered include:

• Induction motors: no load testing up to

13.8kV up to 60Hz and 72 Hz over

speed and full load testing up to 1.1MW,

6,6kV up to 60Hz and 11kV simulated

load testing.

• DC machine testing up to 2.6MW, 650V

and at any speed for pairs of machines

(back to back). Individual DC machines

up to 1.2MW, 750V, 1500rpm.

• Synchronous motors and generators: no

load and simulated load testing for theThe machine hall for the test bed containing 200 tonnes of equipment.

A new poleshoe manufactured in house.
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very largest multi-MW synchronous

machines up to 12.5MVA at up to 60Hz

and 440V to 13.8kV.

• Gearboxes: light runs or load test up to

1200kW.

• VSD string testing: testing the complete

motor control system of the machine

drive train.

Sound, vibration and thermal tests are also

vital parameters to assess:

• Noise levels to ISO 60034 Part 9.

• Resonance or natural frequency testing

with a range of hammers for testing

small components, assemblies such as

end windings or entire machines.

• Thermographic surveys

• Vibration analysis using Bently Nevada

ADRE, Proximity and Velocity transducers for

mechanical integrity, balance correction,

electrical faults, rotor bat defaults and

asymmetric airgap.

So, to quote Tony Croucher, Quartzelec’s

Engineering Design Manager,”We test

anything that rotates from the largest motor

and generators through to gearboxes and

drive shafts.”  With the most complex

machines it can take up to three days to set

up and then require up to 16 hours

continuous testing ensuring that the bearings

and lubrication are performing correctly.

A recent test was carried out for Bayer Crop

Science in Norwich, who had a particular

problem when their 4 pole, 6285kVA

generator began to vibrate on load. An inter-

turn failure of the rotor was suspected and

diagnosed on site by the Quartzelec

engineers.  The machine was taken back to

Rugby so that the rotor could be rewound.

After the repair the complete generator was

vigorously tested on the refurbished test bed

to prove the integrity of the rotor stator and

complete generator by coupling a DC motor to

the generator for open and short circuit testing

at the full rated voltage and current.

Quartzelec has also recently tested a pair of

13-tonne Bevel Planetary gearboxes for Joy

Mining who wanted to demonstrate their

thermal stability and vibration levels before

being shipped to a mine in New South Wales,

Australia. Quartzelec were specifically chosen

was they were the only facility that had the

flexibility and capability to meet the required

specification and timescale. 

A 1500rpm DC motor was connected to the

high speed input shaft and a 600rpm DC

generator driven by the low speed output

shaft. They were laser aligned on the test bed

floor with the required lubrication and cooling

systems attached. The drive train was

accelerated to full speed on no-load and, once

thermal stability had been achieved, the DC

generator was excited to provide the required

loading. The system losses were additionally

made up by two 200kW DC generators.

So with an impressive workshop fully kitted

out, a newly designed test facility with state

of the art software and an in-house coil

manufacturing facility, you would be fooled to

think that their workshop is the sole focus of

the business. However, the workshop activity

itself only gives a flavour of the work carried

out. In fact, much of the Rugby business’

work is carried out on site incorporating site

services, removal, installation and

commissioning, diagnostic and life

assessment testing as well as operating Long

Term Maintenance Agreements.

A vital part of any maintenance programme

is life assessment testing (including partial

discharge monitoring), which may ensure that

major overhauls can be worked into a

planned maintenance schedule before

catastrophic failure occurs. Any failure of a

critical drive can bring a complete plant to

standstill and take some time to repair 

and there a number of static tests available

either on or off site which Quartzelec 

can provide:

High Voltage Stator winding testing

• High voltage flash tests to 45kVA

• Stator oil impulse testing to 30kV

• Partial discharge testing to BS EN

60270:2001

• Tan delta testing

• Stator wet testing

Core assessment

• Ring flux test 500A, 370V

• Digital El-CID evolution

Rotor windings

• Salient pole volt drop test

• Salient pole interturn testing

• Wound rotor high current test – thermal

test

• Commutator drop test

Transformer testing

• Short circuit impedance and losses

• No load losses

• Voltage ratios

So Rugby is deceptive. With its history the

machines they can support are all over the

world and through their extensive expertise,

have become just as skilled supporting

those of other OEM manufacture. Although

the size of the Rugby workshop is

impressive, most of their workforce is out on

site, both in the UK and more often,

overseas. To take a snapshot of the work

they had been handling at the time of the

visit, this included:

• A major overhaul of all motors,

generators, transformers and switchgear

on a heavy production facility in Libya

• General maintenance of a large

compressor motor in Japan

• El CID testing a machine in Corsica

• Major inspection and refurbishment of

85MW generators in Saudi Arabia

• Major overhaul including rotor over

speed testing and balancing of a

240MVA 15kV hydrogen cooled AEI

power station generator

• Retrofitting new retaining rings to a

350MW GEC generator from a European

power station

• Design modifications and frequency

conversion of 2 synchronous AC

generators from 13.8kV 60Hz to operate

at 11kV 50 Hz.

• Install MICAMAXX partial discharge

monitoring equipment on 4 main power

station generators in the UK

• Upgrade and replace 15MW English

Electric fan drive motors to 27MW motor

and the associated HV systems

and so the list goes on.

It is impressive, demanding and very

rewarding, but then they have the benefit of

a full design team, and the excellent

pedigree and skills of the people to go with

it. With an eye firmly on the future they took

on six advanced level apprentices last year.

They will be trained by some men, who

started work in Rugby in the 60’s with AEI

and GEC. That is quite a legacy, and with the

new dynamism, Quartzelec is going to stay in

the top tier of companies able to fully

service power stations and heavy industry

internationally.

Parts of the new stator for the winder motor for Australia in the bright refurbished workshop.

Daniel Laval, Managing Director of the Quartzelec Group.

A stator and rotor stripped for assessment.
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Flood Defence is also becoming more of a

challenge.  Their specification team is on

hand a full 24/7 so that they are able to

give an immediate response at any time day

or night, backed up by their large range of

pumps and pipe work. Specifying,

assembling, and the logistics of putting

together the equipment required is a

complex job, and the staff are all very

knowledgeable and well trained. Jobs are

often extremely urgent when flooding is

involved, and typically happen on a Friday

afternoon. The staff need to be able to visit

site quickly to specify all the equipment

such as pumps, control panels, pipework

and power requirements and then organise

transport and cranes as required although

they do operate a modern delivery fleet of

vehicles themselves including Hiab vehicles.

Although some of their lorries have Hiab

equipment on them, they may not be able

to gain access or have the necessary reach

etc. Pump Supplies are also a member of

the Construction Plant-Hire Association.

The staff of around 50 is incredibly

dedicated and will turn out at all hours and

in all conditions. Standing and working in

mud is par for the course, and work does

not stop if it is horizontal rain. Staff have

been trained for confined space working

and the AEMT courses to work in hazardous

areas and repair hazardous area pumps. 

Apart from drainage pumps the range of

pumps hired out include sewage pumps,

sludge and slurry pumps, grinders, cutters

and chopper pumps. 

Sewage pumps: The large number of Flygt

3000 sewage pumps, provides a robust and

reliable solution when handling solids for

50mm to 300mm discharge, which can be

adapted for low, medium, high and super

head by changing the impellor options. They

are suitable not just for free standing and

fixed wet installations, but also for dry well

installations. These are used in situations

where sewers have failed or collapsed and

over pumping is required. They can also

provide temporary replacement of failed

units in pumping stations and sewage

treatment works, for storm water transfer,

diversion of flow during construction, civil

engineering projects, and leachate

management systems. More and more of

their Flygt pumps are explosion proof suitable

for wastewater in Zone 1 and Zone 2 areas.

They range in size from 2kW to 180kW,

which can include the “N” type impellor. 

Sludge and Slurry pumps: include a range

of five models of lightweight Grindex Sludge

Pumps, with polyurethane coated pump

housings, wear resistant chrome alloy, and

white cast iron impellors, ideal for lighter

solids and sludges. The vortex impellor

enables larger diameter solids to be passed

through without clogging and they have the

added advantage of being able to run wet

or dry.

There is a range of 5 models of the Flygt D

range of sludge pumps, which are a heavier

duty pump set with the advantages of a

rapidly rotating vortex impellor which

minimises wear.

The Flygt H range of sludge and slurry

pumps have chrome impellors and casing

for the abrasive environments  found in

quarries, sand pits, tunnelling and mining,

and are capable of handling solid items up

to 30mm. The pumps can also be supplied

with an agitator to create a more

homogenous slurry.

Grinders: The Flygt M pump is available in

three sizes up to 7.5 kW. Each pump has a

grinder wheel in the inlet to reduce the size

of any solid or textile material entering the

pump. The pumps are ideal for household

sewage and macerate any material before

discharging back into a mains sewer.

Cutters:  The F pump Chopper and Cutter is

held in 3 sizes up to 13.5 kW.  The

impellors of these pumps are “s” shaped

with hardened cutting edges on the leading

edge of the impellor. A special cutting plate

on the inlet cuts up any fibrous material

before they enter the main pump. They are

particularly effective where there is the

likelihood of polythene bottles, sacks, or

textiles in slurry lagoons on farms and food

production areas.

They supply new pumps, complete pumping

stations, and packaged pumping stations,

or just an upgrade and refurbishment of an

existing installation, and operate planned

maintenance contracts for many of their

customers. To service such a large fleet of

pumps they carry a huge stock of spares

and impellors, which are also available to

other companies, looking for Flygt and

Grindex spares. 

A pump is no good without the pipe work to

go with it, which requires a huge stock of

pipes up to 24”. The variety and range they

carry includes 50mm (2”) to 600mm (24”),

together with all the bends, flanges,

reducers, valves and fittings. The couplings

are either quick release, Bauer couplings, or

flanged for high pressure applications. The

wide range is required to cover the various

piping materials that they use from flexible

PVC, wire armoured, high pressure, black

polytube,  lightweight  steel tube, or heavy

duty flanged steel tube. 

If generators are required, they hire them

depending on the projects requirements.

They do provide the starter panels, which

include direct on line up to 22kW and

autotransformer, star delta and soft start

versions from 22kW to 110kW with earth

leakage and overload protection. They also

Journalaemt

Pump Supplies Ltd.
Andrew John has built up a very successful company specialising in

submersible pump hire, which goes from strength to strength with good

old fashioned service and a dedicated highly trained staff.

When Andrew John the Managing Director of

Pump Supplies Ltd. started the business in

1982, he could not have anticipated the

success the company would have. He firmly

believes that this is very much due to the

quality of the people he employs and the

sheer quantity of equipment now offered in

their hire fleet. They have the largest stock

and range of Flygt Submersible pumps for

hire in the UK, and specialise in submersible

electric and air driven pumps. 

The company was started in Port Talbot to

service the steel and mining industry in

South Wales with the head office and main

depot at Llewellyn’s Quay in Port Talbot.

Despite the major contraction of these

industries in the area, Pump Supplies

continued to expand, and over the period

opened 5 branches at Winsford in Cheshire,

Bodmin, and Wexford in Ireland, and in

Gloucester.  The branch in Gloucester has

recently moved to substantial new premises

in Moreton Valence just outside Gloucester.

These new premises enable the large stock

of hire pumps to be stored inside, ready for

immediate hire. Previously the pumps were

stored outside and there had been problems

with theft, in particular pump cables had

been cut off. Frustratingly the cables are

extremely expensive to replace, and probably

fetched very little in some scrap yard. 

Their pumps are used not just for temporary

drainage, but also semi permanent

arrangements for extended construction and

civil engineering projects. This can be for

Cofferdam drainage on construction sites in

coastal, river, or water bearing soil areas,

which are ideally handled by their range of

submersible pumps.  As well as general site

drainage they can be used in harsh pumping

environments such as quarries, sand and

gravel pits and mining and tunneling

applications. 

The Cable racks for supplying cut lengths of submersible cable.
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have variable frequency drives for sewage

pumps up to 200kW. Mains distribution

units are available in 100/200/400/and

630 amp to enable control and isolation of

any pump on a multi pump installation fed

by a single power source. The switchgear

and distribution units are often supplied in

their own containerised control room. These

items are in stock and available to hire on

their own.

Level control can be provided by float

switches, (single or double action) level

regulators with panels, or pulsar ultra sonic

multi pump controllers to give precise

control of a number of pumps. Remote

signalling and telemetry facilities are also

available in the control panels to suit

customer’s requirements.

A typical type of problem was received by the

Gloucester depot. They were asked to help

out Gloucester’s main sewage treatment

works at Netherbridge on the River Severn,

which is fed by 30 outstations. It operates in

the traditional way, first screening the

untreated sewage, then blending it with raw

activated sewage, before sending it to a

distribution chamber, primary settlement

tanks, and on to the aeration tanks. The site

was experiencing ongoing reliability problems

with the three Archimedes screw pumps

feeding the main distribution chamber at the

start of the process. These pumps operate on

a duty, assist and stand-by basis to cover 

all eventualities, however they were now

around 25 years old, and were experiencing a

series of failures with the pump gearboxes

and bearings. Each Archimedes pump is

capable of handling 1,000 l/s, but under

storm conditions 8,000m³ can be handled

with some effluent being returned to the

previous stage.

When two out of the three Archimedes

screws were out of action they called in

Pump Supplies before a major critical failure

occurred. As often happens, the call out

was received late on a Friday afternoon and

Rob Bessant the contract manager went

down straight away to fully assess the

situation.  The treatment works required a

temporary solution to pump 1,000 l/s at 11

metres static head to be discharged 40

metres away urgently.

Two Flygt NS3356 140kW N type pumps

were supplied ex stock capable of 500l/s

each to cover one of the screw pumps with a

variable speed frequency drive to control the

pumps speed and output. Ultrasonic levels

Andrew John outside their new Gloucester Branch with Terry Kidd of RES and Eriks Zvaigzne The AEMT Technical Consultant.

Some of their large stock of pumps at the Gloucester depot.



The solution is clear.Port Talbot

Tel: 01639 895815
Gloucester

Tel: 01452 726999
Bodmin

Tel: 01208 78440
Winsford

Tel: 01606 863343
Wexford (IRL)

Tel: 00353 87 2310577 www.pumpsupplies.co.uk

Pump Supplies
of electric submersible pumps and accessories in the UK.

As the largest UK distributor 
of ITT Flygt products and the 

of Flygt pumps in the country, 
Pump Supplies offers a unique 
back-up service to fellow 
members of the AEMT.

This includes:

 Flygt electric submersible 
pump hire up to 180kW

 Available nationwide 24/7

Huge stocks of temporary 
pipework systems to suit  
up to 24” diameter

 New Flygt product and 
stocks of genuine Flygt 
spares and accessories

For service and commitment, 
contact us.

Have a stock of
refurbished
dynamic balancing
machines for sale.
Both hard and soft bearing,
belt and end drive.

Training and commissioning
given.

Modern electronic displays or
trial weight

Electronics according to cost
and usage.

RJW
Experience, Expertise, Efficiency 

- 24 hours a day

Rewinds & J Windsor & Sons Ltd
Tel: 0151 652 1315
Fax: 0151 653 6826
Email: enquiries@rjweng.com
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were installed to monitor the depth in the

tank, and control the pumping cycle. They

also supplied two Flygt NAS711 control

systems and panels to monitor the pumps

condition throughout the period. Staff and

equipment were organised for Saturday to

have the system installed, fabricated, and

secured on site for Sunday and lifted in by

crane on Monday. Within 48 hours of the

original phone call, the pumps were running

by Monday evening. The operator was so

pleased that they have installed stand by

piping so that in future the pumps can be

dropped in quickly and connected, if they

experience the problem again or require work

to the Archimedes screws.

Another problem was experienced at

Bishop’s Stortford where Thames Water were

upgrading a treatment centre for 2,800m/

litres of sewage per day to cope with a growth

in population and use by Stansted airport..

The £16 million project required over

pumping in a very confined space to allow

work on the site to also take place. The four

existing submersible C type impellor pumps

were proving unreliable and blocking, failing

and cavitating with rags and fibrous waste on

a weekly basis. The Thames Water

maintenance team were being called out on

a regular basis day and night.

Rob Bessant assessed the situation which

required 400l/s storm weather flow to the

storm tanks, and between 80l/s and 381l/s

for dry weather flow. Two Flygt 180kW

explosion proof NT3312 were used. They

were controlled by two 200kW variable

frequency drives, with 175mm pipe work

over 500 metres with a combined 38 metre

head, digital flow meters, ultrasonic level

control and 2 gate valves were supplied.

Initially the pumps were used to provide

overflow for the storm water and then

adjusted to cover for the dry weather flow.

This saved on the number of pumps

required on site, with space at a premium,

and also saved on labour and setting up.

After 8 weeks of storm water operation, the

gate valves were switched so that the

system could operate continuously for dry

weather flow. The pumps operated for 24

hours a day over another 3 months without

a single problem. Four Flygt FS 3152

chopper pumps were also supplied to deal

with the amount of fibrous material and

rags in the “dry water flow” wet well, whilst

new valves were installed.

As the stand by pumps were the same as

those being installed into the pumping

station Thames Water were delighted with

the reliability and performance of the stand

by pumps, and the new pumps installed

have been equally reliable with no

blockages or call outs.

Andrew John is very modest about the

company’s success, which he puts down to

good honest straightforward customer

service. He plainly leads from the front,

even if this sometimes means being up to

his arms in mud and water. He has got very

knowledgeable and dedicated staff, and, by

concentrating  just on submersible pumps,

the company is going from strength to

strength in a highly competitive market.

A large selection of pipework at the Gloucester depot.
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MARC (Thailand) are part of the SWTS

Group, an independent company, which was

formerly Siemens Westinghouse Technical

Services PTE founded in Singapore in 1973.

The group now consists of four strategic

companies: SWTS Pte based in Singapore,

which covers the repair of all sizes of

electric motors and generators, as well as

servicing the turbines and their controls

used in power generation. A subsidiary in

East Java: PT SWTS Indonesia, and Osa

Valve Services Pte Ltd. in Singapore and

China, which specialises in valve repair.

There is also an engineering company in

China: The Guang Tong Machinery

Engineering Company.

MARC was founded in 2001 and operates

from two locations in Thailand. One is in

Nakornpathom, just outside Bangkok, which

is a 6,400 square metre building. They have

another repair workshop in Rayong with a

similar lifting capacity. Their services are in

six main areas, 

• Motor and generator repair,

• Transformer service,  

• Switchgear and breaker services, 

• Turbine maintenance and repair. 

• Governor repair service. 

• Site work.

Whereas other companies in the group have

extensive mechanical engineering facilities,

MARC lease off an area to their sister

company Fronken. The companies work very

closely together, with Fronken carrying out

any mechanical repairs required by MARC,

including assisting them with turbine

overhaul and repair.

A flavour of the management of the

company is gained from the fact that it was

the first company in the world to achieve

IEC Ex status in November 2007, having

been audited by Sira. It is a great credit to

Wirote Wannasiwaporn, the Managing

Director of MARC, and his management

team how quickly they picked up on the

requirements of IEC Ex. Initially Wirote

attended an AEMT Ex course in Kuala

Lumpur in January 2007. The company were

already registered to carry out repairs on

American UL equipment, but most of the

motors they encountered were European

and not certified by UL.  They carried out

the necessary training and alterations to

their systems and equipment to have their

workshop accredited to the new

international standard before any other

company in the world. 

MARC already had ISO 9001 2000, however

their quality management system had to be

upgraded to incorporate IEC 60079 19 and

also the IEC EX OD015 document (available

from the IEC Ex web site) which outlines the

additional alterations required to ISO 9001

when repairing to the IEC 60079 19

standard. Additional staff were sent on the

next AEMT Ex repair course in Kuala

Lumpur, and their workshop organised to

separate the different Ex repair areas in the

workshop. Equipment calibration was

MARC (Thailand)
Co Ltd.
A world class company setting the pace.
Perhaps one of the things that you first notice at MARC in Thailand is the variety of work handled by the

workshop and the volume of work. With a lower cost of living and cost of labour, many more motors are

economical to repair; despite this Thailand was seriously hit by the credit crunch in 2008, and like many

companies MARC had to make some adjustments to its staffing, however they now appear to be much better

placed with plenty of good quality work going through the workshop. They still employ over 150 people, as such

their workshop is only a part of the story, with a large number of their staff always out on site. 

During repair armatures are protected as much as possible from metallic dust and filings.

The company are an approved repair centre for Woodward Governors fitted to power generation turbines.

The Coil shop provides all the coils for their traction Repairs and High Voltage repairs. The area is air conditioned
and great care is taken to avoid metallic dust or splinters coming into contact with the coils during manufacture.

Rewinding an ABB AC Drive motor with Mica Covered Wire for a High Temperature Resistant application.

They carried out the
necessary training and
alterations to their
systems and
equipment to have
their workshop
accredited to the new
international standard
before any other
company in the world. 
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already part of their ISO 9001, and they put

together a library of the standards they

required for the machines they were

repairing

The workshop is well laid out to handle

normal and EX equipment. It is nice to see

that customers are welcomed into the

workshop to look at the progress of repairs

to their equipment. This must leave them

with an excellent impression of the

company. Having achieved Ex status for

their main workshop, they then put in a

similar system to their other facility on the

coast at Rayong, where some major oil and

chemical companies are based. They

achieved IEC Ex status for this location just

seven months later in June 2008.   

In Bangkok the large workshop area is

divided into two main bays with reception

and 3 separate smaller workshops to the

right hand side with the offices above them.

The main bays are high enough to cope with

withdrawing the rotor from the largest

vertical motor and are serviced by two 20

tonne cranes in one bay, and two 10 tonne

gantry cranes in the other bay, with a heavy

duty railed trolley to transfer heavy

equipment between the two sides.

The workshop has clearly designated areas

for Ex repairs, and is light and clean with

painted floors and walls. They are an

authorised service centre for Ansaldo

Sistemi Industriali, Reliance, WEG, Toshiba,

and a SICME Motori DC and AC Authorised

Motor Repair Shop. Within the group they

also have partnerships with Alstom, Baldor,

TMEIC GE (a joint Toshiba, GE Mitsubishi

company) and, LTI Power Sytems, (Le

Torneau Technologies) which includes OEM

Power systems. The group also repair Baylor

Emagco Eddy Current Brakes, which are

fitted to the majority of offshore rigs, and

large lifting magnets.

Safety is a top priority, the smart protective

clothing worn by all workshop staff has a

clear “Work Safely” insignia on the breast

pocket, as well as the Ex logos on each

lapel, Face masks are also worn as the norm

when working at close quarters on motors.

What is particularly noticeable is their

attention to cleanliness. Here they are one

of the leaders in the field. All stators and

armatures are wrapped in cling film if they

are not being worked on. Benches are also

covered in clean material before items are

placed on them. This attention to clean

working has had a radical improvement on

their quality with returns reduced to a

minimal level. The attention to detail means

that there is no chance of any foreign

matter getting into bearings or creating

damage to a stator or rotor when

reassembled. They also do a large number

of DC machines where it guarantees that

the commutators and brush gear do not

became contaminated and cause sparks

and arcing.

The company carry out repairs and

overhauls to the traction motors for the

State Railway of Thailand. As with all their

other work, once stripped and cleaned the

motors are protected by clingfilm. If coils are

required they are made in their enclosed,

air conditioned, clean area coil shop. The

coil shop has hydraulic spreading

equipment for the sizes of coils they see.

Once more the work benches are covered

with a clean mica sheet to ensure no

contamination of the formed coils.

Other equipment includes a banding

machine for any armatures rewound, a

Rotary mica undercutting machine, and a

ten tonne CEMB dynamic balancing facility.

The bed of the balancing area is recessed

into the floor for stability and covered by a

roll up guard, which allows crane access but

covers the area when in use.

Interestingly not only are the rotors and

stators protected wherever necessary, but

they are stored separately when not being

worked on. The result saves space, saves

the rotor inadvertently damaging the stator,

and enables the items to be stored safely

on pallets where they will not be knocked or

become a hazard.

There is a large VPI tank for High Voltage

machines, which due to the height of the

premises is not recessed into the floor, and

a smaller VPI unit which is recessed into the

floor for the smaller traction motors. The

standard dip tank is also recessed into the

floor next to their smallest 2 metre curing

oven. The large curing oven is recessed out

of the side wall so that it does not impinge

on the space in the workshop, they also

have a third transportable curing oven. The

paint spray booth is also recessed into the

wall like a separate garage, and can be

closed off with a roller shutter door. Heavy

items are rolled in and out of the oven and

spray booth on robust railed trolleys. There

is also an area outside for steam and

chemical cleaning.

The test bed has a regulated transformer for

up to 6.6kV and up to 500 amps. They are

also able to flux test stator laminations and

carry out high potential testing up to 600kV

DC. On site they are able to carry out laser

alignment and vibration testing.

There is a separate workshop area for the

overhauling of transformers. They carry out

The test area and area for non conforming ex motors.

Rotors and Armatures are stored separately from the stators.

Stripping out Coils in a High Voltage Motor. 

Their large lathe in front of one of their large VPI tanks.

What is particularly
noticeable is their
attention to
cleanliness. Here they
are one of the leaders
in the field. All stators
and armatures are
wrapped in cling film if
they are not being
worked on.
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complete strip down and reconditioning of

transformers, which includes core cleaning,

replacement of lightening arrestors, tap

changer repair, relay gaskets, bushing

replacement etc. Periodic maintenance

testing includes carrying out tests for oil

acidity, water content, gas analysis, and

dielectric strength. Any job starts with an

onsite inspection, which may include an in

situ oil filtration service, to determine if the

dielectric strength has fallen. 

Their field testing service provides

maintenance and engineering reports for

substation work. This covers all types of

breakers and switchgear including moulded

circuit breakers, vacuum circuit breakers,

and gas circuit breakers. The contacts can

be blasted and also silver plated. They test

and commission motors, generators,

transformers and switchgear, protective

relays, and battery chargers. 

Linked to the repair of turbines MARC have a

specific repair facility with trained technicians

to service governors for turbines etc. They

are a Woodward authorised repairer centre.

As well as Woodward they service and repair

Regulateurs Europa, Heinzmann, Diesel Kiki,

Russian and other mechanical, electronic

and hydraulic governors.

Much of the mechanical work is carried out

by their sister company Fronken, the two

companies work very closely together, but

unless you had been told, you would not

realise it was a separate company. The staff

wear blue overalls and their equipment is

also painted a different colour to the MARC

equipment.

The metal spraying and TIG welding is

carried out in a sound proofed welding pod,

and the doors and roof can be slid back to

allow crane access. This mechanical area

includes lathes and milling machines of all

sizes. Their work includes all the

mechanical engineering and fabrication

requirements for the repairs that MARC

needs for repairs to motors, generators etc.

They support MARC with any turbine repairs

and overhauls, as well as repairs to blowers,

compressors, and pumps.

MARC are very customer focused and

upstairs next to their offices is a

comprehensive new training room for

customers and staff. It is very refreshing to

see that their standards are as good if not

better than many companies in Europe. The

area still works a 6 day week as the norm

with little holiday outside public holidays,

with no legal requirements for redundancy,

and sick pay yet,  but the conditions of work

in MARC are extremely good. 

MARC are an impressive and well managed

company. They have a high profile regard for

health and safety, and attention to

cleanliness and detail. The company is an

excellent example of ISO 9001 working

really well. You can see that they have

looked at problems and been determined to

iron them out. The amount of cling film they

get through must be enormous, but with the

pay back in reliability it must be money well

spent, and will certainly impress customers

that they know what they are doing and are

taking care of their equipment.

However customers are the same

everywhere, and Wirote gets thoroughly

frustrated that despite his commitment to

training, working to the highest standards,

and using the best workshop practices,

customers still do not understand the

difference and go for a cheaper price. With

the difference in long term reliability and

energy savings, this is such a false

economy. SKF believe that a top quality

repair with specific attention to cleanliness,

pays for its self in just 90 days then the

customer is quids in!

Websites for

MARC (Thailand) Co Ltd:

www.marcthailand.com

SWTS Singapore: www.swtspl.com

Osavalve Singapore: www.osavalve.com

The CEMB Balancer is recessed into the floor and has a moveable guard to permit crane access.

MARC are very
customer focused and
upstairs next to their
offices is a
comprehensive new
training room for
customers and staff. It
is very refreshing to
see that their
standards are as good
if not better than many
companies in Europe. 

THERM® Varnishes
ge of solvent borne impregnating varnishes for use in dip & bake applications.

Cost effective
lexible curing cycles

High bond strength
uperior moisture & chemical resistance

UA-THERM® Varnishes
ge of water borne impregnating varnishes for use in dip & bake applications.

nvironmentally friendly
ow VOC emissions

High bond strength
Good tank stability

OLPHON® Potting Resins
ge of epoxy, polyurethane & polybutadiene resins for the potting, casting,

egnation & encapsulation of electronic components.

Ranging from very flexible to rigid finishes
xcellent thermal conductivity

Good adhesion with excellent moisture & chemical resistance
vailable with a wide range of viscosities

NTHITE® Varnishes
ge of air-drying finishing varnishes & enamels for use via brush, dip or spray.

Rapid processing
xcellent conformal coatings
uperior moisture & chemical resistance
vailable in convenient DOLPH – SPRAY® aerosols

LPH-SPRAY® Aerosols
YNTHITE® air-drying varnishes are available in aerosol form.

asy application
ast coverage

Convenient for site work
Variety of colours & finishes

OLPHON® Resins
ge of solvent free impregnating resins for use via dip, VPI, trickle or Roll-through.

nvironmentally friendly
High flash point – low fire hazard

ow VOC emissions
xcellent bond strength at high temperatures

John C. Dolph Company
Leaders in insulating products for the
electrical and electronics industries

Sole UK Stockist & Distributor

Foxwood Close, Foxwood Industrial Park,
Sheepbridge, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S41 9RB, UK
Tel: +44(0) 1246 261 828 Fax: +44(0) 1246 261 830

sales@par.gb.com www.par.gb.com

Setting the Standard in

Distribution

P.A.R.
Insulations &Wires Ltd

Foxwood Close, Foxwood Industrial Park,
Sheepbridge, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S41 9RB, UK
Tel: +44(0) 1246 261 828 Fax: +44(0) 1246 261 830

sales@par.gb.com www.par.gb.com

VENTILATING FANS
� From IEC 56 – 355 Frame sizes
� Various types & profile of fan available
� Available in Plastic & Aluminium
� A range of bore sizes with/without keyways to fit a

variety of shafts

AN COWLS
From IEC 56 – 355 Frame sizes
Manufactured from steel & supplied primed with fixing holes
Available in standard depth & extra deep for brake motors &
forced ventilators

TERMINAL BLOCKS
� From M3 – M20 thread sizes
� 6 pins, complete with nuts, washers & bridge links
� UL Approved & economy blocks available

HERMAL CUT-OUTS
From 80 - 180ºC
From 1.6 – 16 amps
Temperature & current sensitive

PTC THERMISTORS
� From 80 - 190ºC
� Available in singles & triples
� Rapid response protection for electric machines

APACITORS
Available in Motor Run & Motor Start
Available with faston tag terminals or leads
Range of voltage and Micro Farad ratings

HEATER TAPES
� Prevents the formation of condensation when the motor is off
� Available in a range of lengths & power ratings
� EX Approved for use in flameproof motors

ABLE TIES
Available in standard non-releasable ties & releasable twist ties
Manufactured from tough Nylon 6.6
UL Approved to UL 94 V-2 flame retardancy specification

CABLE CRIMP TERMINALS
� A range of insulated copper terminals, lugs & splices
� from 0.50 – 1000mm2 conductor sizes
� Crimping tools also available

ABLE MARKERS
A range of adhesive & clip on markers
Various markings
Resistant to salt water, detergents, fuels, oils & solvents
(Adhesive type)
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Associate Company of

P.A.R.
Insulations &Wires Ltd

Setting the Standard in

Distribution
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It is fascinating to see what two companies

with totally different skills can do when they

put their mind to it. The eRuf Greenster was

the brainchild of Alois Ruf, an engineer, who

happens to own three “green “Hydroelectric

Power Stations in Bavaria as well as RUF

Automobile GMBH, who specialise in

rebuilding high performance Porsche from

the chassis up.

Siemens Corporate Technology provided the

funding and development of the new

Siemens eDrive power drive system, which

included the motor/generator, power

electronics, and battery power interface.

Siemens is very focused on its

environmental portfolio, which already

produces revenue of 19 billion Euros - a

very commendable 25% of its total turnover.

The cooperation of the two companies on

this concept has produced a remarkable

vehicle.

The original Greenster A was produced from

a Porsche in 2008 with a 150kW American

motor, the new eGreenster has a more

powerful Siemens 270kW motor, which was

released at the Geneva motor show in

2009. It produces a torque of 950Nm with 

a range of around 200kM.

Ruf engineers start with a Porsche 997 and

take out the Porsche engine and prepare

the chassis to marry up with the new

270kW central motor framed by the two

batteries in the rear engine compartment.

After the motor is installed the car is wired

for the inverter and other components of

the electric drive train.

The eRuf
“Greenster”

Preparing to jack the motor into place.

The Siemens eDrive integral pack of central motor, flanked by the battery packs.

The eDrive power drive system before installation by Ruf engineers.
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Always hungry for more power, the next

version is already being planned for later in

2010, with a dual motor and a bidirectional

network connection, using the advanced

integral eDrive power system from Siemens.

This will be able to recharge in less than an

hour from a 400 volt system, as well as

being able to feed power back into the power

network if required. 

Siemens see a real benefit in overcoming the

problems of electro mobility, which have

dogged the electric car for over a 100 years.

With the added impetus of scarcer oil

supplies and an urgent need to kerb CO2

emissions; it is a problem that needs to be

solved. If the majority of electricity begins to

be produced by environmentally friendly

means, which includes the RUF Hydro

electric stations, then the concept of a truly

green car becomes very attractive. Siemens

are capable of looking at the total concept

from Green power generation, its distribution,

traffic and power management, intelligent

processes for measuring and billing power

consumption at charging points, power

electronics, software and sensors.

The eRuf Greenster is very much a prototype

as a working test bed, and for the press to

play with, but limited production is

envisaged. The price is likely to be in excess

of £150,000, placing it in the Hollywood film

star bracket, but it should make their

neighbours truly green with envy. But then is

there the same satisfaction of burning off

the asphalt without the rasp of the Porsche

exhaust? Perhaps Ruf and Siemens can

develop a suitably recorded noisy version, so

that mere mortals will not be too surprised

to be overtaken at 140mph without even a

whisper from a nonexistent exhaust.

Website: Siemens: www.siemens.com

Website: eRuf: www.ruf-automobile.de

It looks normal enough from the side, but there are no exhausts when it overtakes you.

Rewiring the vehicle for the inverter and other drive components.
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With a heritage that dates back to 1896

when British Thompson Houston (BTH)

commenced manufacture at their purpose

built manufacturing facility in Rugby, coil

manufacture has remained a consistent

product of the group, even throughout the

various takeovers, name changes and

technology integration and transfers seen

over the past 120 years. Mergers with

English Electric and Metropolitan Vickers

and name changes which include AEI, GEC,

GEC Alsthom, ALSTOM, Cegelec and

Quartzelec. Clarich was originally divested

by Cegelec in 2004, but a strategic decision

was taken to buy back the coil

manufacturing business in 2008 by

Quartzelec’s management team under

Daniel Laval.

As part of the acquisition, Quartzelec

invested heavily in re-locating the Clarich

business from its home of nearly 35 years

to within the main manufacturing facility of

Quartzelec refurbishing equipment and

streamlining the production process.

Current management of the Clarich

business includes Kevin Goodwin, General

Manager and Mick Richmond, Group Design

Manager – Insulation.

The company  employ just around 50 staff

on a shift basis, with much of their work still

going to original equipment contracts, as

well as end users, and repair companies.

Their product range reflects the close ties

they have with the manufacturers and some

of their production is at the forefront of the

technology. Their range includes AC stator

bars up to 18,500 volts and up to a sizable

6 metre core length. They can also form

360° and 540° Roebel transpositions in the

bars. Their stator coil manufacturing facility

goes up to 16,000v AC, for stators of 4

metres core length with single or multiturn

including semi-roebel transposition in the

end winding if required. For large cooled

stators they are able to produce the special

hollow stator bars for the cooling liquid to

circulate round the stator.

They also make Turbo rotor coils and rotor

coils for all types of machine, which

includes strip on edge salient pole wound

construction or brazed and fabricated

construction, and even cooled turns if

required.  Similarly they can produce wound

AEMT members
visit Clarich:
Following their recent acquisition by Quartzelec the future for the coil
manufacturing company looks assured.

Completed coils being laid out and checked from the heated press.

A Ridgway pull out for stator coils up to 5 metres loop length.

Coils tested for size in a wooden former.
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or brazed/fabricated strip on edge for 2 pole

coils. Their range also includes DC armature

coils and bars, and equaliser windings,

manufacturing compole and mainpole coils,

compensating bars and coils, shunt coils,

and copper details.Their Resin Rich

insulation system for Class F and H

temperature rise  have been continually

developed by Clarich to meet the increasingly

demanding requirements of theoriginal

equipment manufacturers. Two systems have

been developed film backed and glass

backed mica tape (Resitherm is fully cured,

and Resiflex is available with flexible end

windings). The resin rich system has been

used in thousands of machines worldwide

and is suitable for up to 18,500 volts.

They also offer a Global VPI insulation

• Voltage Endurance testing to IEEE1553-

2002 and IEEE1043-1996.

• High Voltage testing up to 100kV at

50Hz to IEC and EN60034.

• Interstrand testing at 110, 240 and

500VAC.

• High Frequency interturn testing up to

4,000volts at 3000Hz.

• Designs available to withstand the

NEMA wet test. 

Testing of the coils is often witnessed by the

customer. At the time of their move they

had won a contract to supply a complete set

of coils and consumables for  a geothermal

power plant in the  Rift valley. The heat for

the 35MW powerplant is obtained from

deep wells of 3km to 5km depth, which

form a geothermal reservoir, this heats the

water to 230° c to 260° c to power the

steam turbines. The generator coils had

suffered from Corona degradation

highlighted in routine maintenance tests.

The coils were insulated with their Resiflex

method. The system eases installation, so

that the coils remain flexible for fitting and

cure over time. Two engineers came to

Clarich for acceptance tests. The on all 128

stator half coils before despatch to the

customer..The re-location to a new facility

has provided a much needed opportunity to

re-evaluate the internal processes and

procedures, which in turn offered the

chance to review and update the equipment

and machinery required. The new premises

are still sizable, but much more compact

and ship shape,. With the legacy of over

110 years of history behind them, many

prestigious original equipment contracts,

Quartzelec’s new markets in Abu Dhabi and

Malaysia, and the skills of the new

management team, the future is beginning

to look extremely bright for Clarich.

system, which is suitable for up to 15,500

volts with the stator receiving the final VPI

process once the coils have been inserted

into the stator.

Completed coils are tested in the newly

designed Clarich test area. Tests include

• Tan Delta testing (Presco-Bridge) to

20,000VAC at 50Hz to BS EN

50209:1999. 

• Impulse interturn testing with 1 0.2

micro second wave front up to 50,000

volt to IEC and EN60034 15: 1996. 

• Partial Discharge (Deltamax) testing to

20,000VAC at 50Hz to BS EN

60270:2001.

• Thermal Cycle testing to

IEEE1310:1996.

A view down part of the refurbished workshop over a large coil press in the foreground.

A variety of pullers and presses in part of the Clarich workshop 
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Considerations when
changing to higher
efficiency motors.
by Robin C H Cowley MCIM MIET, Baldor

By introducing higher performance steel, we

add cost and size, but it works better, cooler

and at a higher efficiency. The impact of this is

explained later.

Most motor losses are dissipated in the

form of heat. The next highest loss is

through the cooling fan (friction and

windage component). As the premium

efficiency motor produces less heat, this

allows the use of a much smaller

fan thereby reducing the losses of the fan.

This also results in reduced acoustic noise.

Tighter manufacturing processes make sure

the motor’s rotor is in the centre of the

magnetic field.  The rotor will inherently move

axially to the magnetic centre, or try to

achieve that position.  If it is not

manufactured accurately enough the rotor will

continuously exert axial force, which is energy

that is lost as heat and bearing stress. Tighter

manufacturing tolerances result in greater

product performance accuracy (repeatability)

Fig 1

> Unmatched Quality

> Superior Reliability

> Quickest Delivery Available

> Energy Efficient

> Custom Motors

If you’re having trouble finding a reliable source of NEMA motors in 
Europe, you need look no further than Baldor – the World’s number one 
NEMA motor manufacturer. We have the largest stock of NEMA  AC and 
DC motors in Europe.

Baldor motors exceed NEMA efficiency ratings and EPAct laws. 
Models are also available certified for use in hazardous and corrosive 
environments. Baldor manufacturers the industry’s widest range of AC 
and DC motors, gearmotors and controllers, but, if your requirements 
are more exact, we will design and build it to your specification. 

www.baldoreurope.com/nema

Germany Italy Spain Switzerland United Kingdom
sales.de@baldor.com 

+49 89 90 50 80 (Munich) 
+49 2234 37941-21 (Cologne)

sales.it@baldor.com
+41 91 640 9950

sales.es@baldor.com
+34 90 2110834
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+44 1454 850000

With continual increases in energy prices,

carbon tax credits/incentives and proposed

minimum efficiency legislation, it is likely

that most companies will consider making a

change in production equipment to higher

efficiency motors.  Changing motors to

reduce energy cost is good for the bottom

line and will be good for the environment,

so what could be a problem? 

In any industrial manufacturing operation the

machinery has often been modified to suit

production process changes, productivity and

quality improvements.  For these reasons the

motors currently being used may not reflect

the best selection to give the lowest energy

cost for the current operation.

We will assume that any changes

considered would be to a minimum of IE2

per IEC standards (formerly “Eff1”) or higher

efficiency, to meet EU proposed minimum

efficiency legislation and achieve the

optimal payback results. Moving to motor

efficiency IE2 and higher (IE3) achieves the

highest savings in terms of energy and

attracts carbon tax credits in some

countries. This results in much shorter

payback periods that are more readily

acceptable financially. This type of motor

will however often require some further

engineering and logistical considerations to

optimise the installation.

An understanding of the mechanical and

performance differences of these motors is

essential in order to realise maximum

financial benefits and a trouble free

installation.

Figure 1. Some of the key construction

features of premium efficient motors.

Mechanical differences
The first difference is the use of grain oriented

electrical steel.  Even though this type of steel

may be better magnetically, it cannot be

‘worked’ electrically as hard as standard steel.
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resizing.  Extreme loads may need assistance from the motor

manufacturer or others to ensure operation in all conditions.

Under loading the motor does NOT improve efficiency.  This may have

been true with older, less efficient designs, but higher efficient motors

will typically have the best power factor and efficiency at near full load.

This is another change in practice for some motor manufacturers. It may

also have been an installation strategy used to keep motors in service

longer by upsizing/under loading.  The root cause of the reason for

upsizing (prior failures in service), needs to be reviewed and solved so

the motor can be properly sized for long service and lowest cost.

Primary targets for retrofit
Locate motors that operate for the longest period of time per day

and per week.  Examples are water supply pumps, recirculation

fans, air compressors, conveyor motors, and exhaust fans.  Typically,

these motors would have a relatively short payback if they run 24/7.

In general, the longer the motor runs per day, the shorter the

payback period. It is also fair to assume that in most instances, the

larger the motor, the quicker the payback period.

On any variable torque load such as a fan or pump, the addition of a

variable speed drive (VSD) should also be considered in addition to

the motor retrofit to achieve maximum efficiency. A variable torque

load where demand is varying, such as water from a feed pump, will

benefit greatly from the addition of an VSD that will slow the motor

speed to match the demand for delivery, whereby reducing motor

current (power consumption) at the same time . This will result in

the best and fastest payback for the retrofit.

There are many software tools available, including the Baldor BE$T

software, that will help to identify, quantify and justify the benefits

for a motor alone retrofit, a VSD retrofit, or both on any given

application.

Have a motor plan
Once the retrofit process begins, be sure that logistics of motor

replacement and sparing of such replacements is covered. Selection

of similar power motors for retrofit will help in this matter. It is

important to avoid the future replacement of an optimised motor

with one that is not! A carefully planned schedule of replacement

over time is essential for successful management of the overall

program. Guides for such replacement programs are also available

from manufacturers and government agencies where needed.

Conclusions
High efficiency motors will improve productivity with more reliability,

and they will certainly reduce consumption of electricity.  What are

not as obvious are the subtle changes inside the motor that may

present challenges.  

When considering a retrofit:

•consider the system approach first

•optimise the motor in terms of power rating to help reduce

operating costs further

•choose retrofit targets based on best returns first

•review fan and pump applications that may benefit from the

addition of a VSD

•Where many motors are to be replaced, ensure an actively managed

plan is in place

•review causes of any chronic motor failures

and will typically last longer due to less

mechanical stresses and cooler operating

temperatures throughout the machine.

The rotor will be balanced to tighter

tolerances which will ensure that energy is

not wasted inside the motor but converted

to torque. This again means improved

reliability through less mechanical stresses.

A change in motor frame size is possible

with premium efficiency motors. The motor

manufacturer wants the motor to be in the

smallest frame size (barrel diameter)

possible, to achieve the lowest cost. To

achieve a higher efficiency the length of

laminations inside the motor (the ‘stack’)

will be increased until the magnetic steel

becomes ‘saturated’ (or over ‘worked’) and

the losses in the steel begin to rise.  Once

saturation begins, the stack length cannot

be increased any further and therefore the

motor frame size will have to increase in

order to increase the power rating. Typically,

higher efficiency motors are longer in length

and occasionally one frame size larger at

lower power ratings which can create

problems when retrofitting. 

Overall a premium efficient motor will

operate cooler, quieter and with less

mechanical stresses. This will result in

providing a more reliable, longer life-cycle

motor installation. Improved productivity

from less down time is an additional benefit.

Electrical power
requirements and
considerations 
Using a premium efficient motor will 

reduce the full load current drawn from the

power supply. Therefore the electrical

protection of the motor must be reviewed

with the overload protection adjusted as

necessary.

Conversely, the starting current (or inrush

current) will usually increase from 4-5 times

full load for a normal efficiency motor, to 6-

8 times full load for premium efficient

motors. Again, the motor overload

protection system will need to be reviewed

to accommodate this factor.

Installation and application considerations

The primary goal should be to assess and

optimise the system as a whole from the

motor through the power transmission to

the load itself. The motor should always be

optimised to the driven load.

The process may have been modified since

the original installation and there is a very

good chance the motor is not the best

motor for the current operation.

Measure the amps and confirm it is not

overloaded or under loaded. The best gauge

for verifying the amount of loading is the

actual running RPM.

Note that measuring the amps against the

nameplate does not tell you how much it is

under-loaded, as current consumption is not

linear.  A motor name plated at 10 A will not

be half loaded at 5 A.  The actual load at 5

A is typically almost no load on the shaft.

No-load amps is the amperage with nothing

connected to the shaft also called the

magnetising current. The smaller the motor,

the higher the percentage of the nameplate

amps corresponds to the no load or

magnetising current.  

RPM will tell more about under loading. If a

motor’s synchronous speed is 1500 RPM it

will achieve that speed at no load.  A

tachometer will cycle between 1499 -1500

RPM typically at no load. As the motor is

loaded, the speed will decrease to create

the required torque. Older motor nameplate

information for RPM is generally not

accurate.  For a low efficiency motor, slip

(where slip is the difference between

synchronous speed and actual operating

speed) of less than 3% (1455 RPM shaft

speed) will show the motor is under loaded.

Higher efficiency motors typically run at full

load with no more than 3% slip (1455 RPM

or higher shaft speed).  Larger motors may

be fully loaded at 2% slip or 1470 RPM

shaft speed. By looking at the actual motor

RPM and the amperage with some

knowledge of the motor history, an estimate

can be made of the motor’s loading.

If a motor is oversized there may be a reason.

Motors can be oversized due to starting

requirements or possible overload conditions

to prevent stalling.  Knowledge of the process

and history is also very important.

Regardless of these issues, replacing a low

efficiency motor with a high efficiency motor

will save money over the life of the motor,

many times.

Figure 2. Comparison of Baldor 30kW, 4-

pole, IE3 “premium efficiency” and IE2 “high

efficiency” GP motors (torque and current

curves against speed for both types).

Higher efficiency motors operate at higher

RPM for the same load.  On fans and

pumps this increase in impeller speed, may

mean an increase in load and potentially a

higher current draw. Pump impellers may

need to be ‘trimmed’ and fans and blower

systems rebalanced to prevent overload.

Increased speed may actually improve the

process or volume of product delivered,

which can be a side benefit to higher

efficiency. This issue may need to be

reviewed with the driven equipment OEM

and presents an opportunity to update and

perform the maintenance to ensure the

overall system performance.

Starting torque on higher efficiency motors

can be lower.  This may also be the reason

for an apparent over sizing of the motor.

Hard to start loads may need a different

solution.  A high efficiency motor will meet

the specified IEC values for a given kW

power rating.  However, most lower

efficiency motors inherently exceed this

rating.  Establishing the worse case for

starting is a very important question before

Fig 2
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Why not join all of these satisfied companies?
Discounted offers available to all AEMT members!

Business software
designed to help you run
your business!

“From our point of view, EMIR Professional has proved to be an excellent
choice. The suitability of the functionality to our multi-site operation allows us

to manage our entire business very closely, and the quality of service and
support we have received means that the implementation of EMIR and

EMIR’s day-to-day operation since, have both gone very smoothly.”
Mr. Martin Savage (Director) Mid-Kent Electrical.

“It's so easy for everyone to use, and all our records are now readily
accessible within seconds. (No more searching for hours for that lost piece of

paperwork). The Finance system holds so much information that our
audit went extremely smoothly, and finally the ability to tailor the system to

our own individual needs at a very reasonable cost is brilliant.”
Ms. Chris Swan (Finance Director) Brownings Electric Co. Ltd.

“We had reviewed several systems before purchasing EMIR, including Sage,
but we didn’t feel that Sage job costing was suitable for our business. Having
seen EMIR we knew that the system would suit our business far better and it

has proved to be an excellent choice. We are now starting to add some
customisation to EMIR to suit our own Quality system, enabling EMIR to

track even more of our processes and procedures, and we are very pleased
with the cost at which this is being done.”
Mrs. Jackie Kirkby, Company Secretary, 

Kirkby Lindsey Electrical Engineering Ltd.

“We are delighted to have found a system that is so well suited to our
business and at such a reasonable cost. We would have no hesitation in

recommending EMIR and Solutions in I.T. to anyone considering
purchasing such a system. Mr. Graham Brooker, Managing Director,

Wilson Electric (Battersea) Ltd.

“We purchased the EMIR Professional system because it suited our business
methods and practices very closely – it was an easy decision for us to make!
We were delighted with how quickly we were able to get fully running on the
EMIR system, as we went ‘live’ across our business within two weeks of the

system being installed. The system has proven to be fast,
reliable and easy to use, and we are therefore happy to recommend EMIR.”

Mr. Shaun Sutton, Director, Central Electrical (AW) Ltd.

Our EMIR “Standard” and “Professional” 
solutions come with on-site Training and 

Software Support as standard. 

AA Winders Ltd, (Dunstable)
ABCO Rewinds (Motherwell)
AER Ltd (Kent)
A.D.C. Electrical (Washington)
Advanced Electrical Services Ltd
(Birmingham)
Advanced Precision Maintenance
(Letchworth)
Advanced Technical Solutions Ltd
(Livingston)
Aire Valley Electrical (Leeds)
Arfon Rewinds (Liverpool and Caernarfon)
A.S.K. Rewinds Ltd (Blackburn)
Associated Electrical Repairs (Cornwall)
Bandon Rewinds (Cork, Ireland)
Bearings and Drives (Middlesex)
Boardley and Roberts (Ipswich)
Bradford Armature Winding Co (Bradford)
Brownings Electric Company Ltd (Barking)
Burscough Rewinds (Lancs)
Central Electrical (AW) Ltd (Liverpool)
Clarich Ltd (Rugby)
Cornwall Pump & Motor Rewinds Ltd
(Cornwall)
Coulstock & Place Ltd (Doncaster)
Davies & Hall (Lancaster)
Delton Electric (Birmingham)
Detailed Services Ltd (Manchester)
Direct Pumps and Tanks (Derbyshire)
DK Rewinds (Birmingham)
DORLEC (Derbyshire)
E&C Rewinds (Narbeth, Wales)
Eclipse Electrical Engineers (York)
Elecfab [Rotheram]
EMR Brackley (Northants)
EMR Silverthorn Ltd (Middlesex)
Electrical Rewind Services (Various,
Ireland).
Faralectric (Sheffield)
Foreman Electrical Services (Rainham)
Fulmak Rewinds (Long Eaton)
Fyfe Wilson and Co. Ltd (Bishop Stortford)
GEM Rewinds Ltd (Warwick)
Greenwoods Electrical Services
(Darlington)
GW Potts Ltd (Rotheram)
H.A. Kidd Electrical Engineers Ltd (Cardiff)
Heasells Electromechanical Services
(Royston)

Hereford Rewinds (Hereford)
Hewson and Turrell (Grimsby)
HG Rewinds (Stoke)
Holt & Martin Electrical (Bury)
Holmes & Quinn (Fareham, Hamps)
Houghton International Ltd (Newcastle)
JB Rewinds (Warrington)
John McNicol and Co Ltd (Glasgow)
Kirkby Lindsey Electrical Eng Co Ltd (Hull)
Knowlton & Newman Ltd (Various, UK)
LC Kittow and Co Ltd (Southampton)
Levern Engineering (Glasgow)
Long Eaton Rewinds (Long Eaton)
Mawdsleys (Bristol)
Mid-Kent Electrical Ltd (Various, UK)
Montrose Electrical Engineering Co.
(Montrose)
MTS Industrial (Wellingborough)
Newark Electric Motors Ltd (Newark)
Park Gate & Co (Carlisle) [CALS Only]
Pumps and Motors (UK) Ltd (Barking)
Pumpseal (Southampton)
Questek Marketing (South Africa)
Rapid Solutions Ltd (Baku, Azerbaijan)
Rotamec Ltd (Cheddar)
SC Rewinds (Belfast, N. Ireland)
Slater Drive Systems Ltd (Newcastle upon
Tyne)
StarDelta Ltd (Grimsby)
Stewart Rewinds Ltd (Glasgow)
Structured Networks (Manchester)
S.W. Electrical Repairs Ltd (Burnley)
T.A. Boxalls (Horley, Surrey)
Technique Electrical Repairs (Kent)
Thomas, Wilch and High (Norwich)
Twenty Twenty Maintenance Services
(Slough)
Wearside Rewinds (Washington)
Webb-Elec Ltd (Birmingham)
Wilson Electric (Battersea) Ltd
W.G.M. Engineering (Glasgow &
Livingston)
W.H. Shoebridge Ltd (Various, UK)
W.S. Henderson’s (Manchester)
Wyre Repairs Ltd (Maidenhead)
and more…
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motors. This set a high efficiency standard

EFF1 for standard motors comparable to

the EPAct level.

The UK introduced an Energy Technology

List (ETL) for energy efficient products. To

qualify for tax incentives motors had to

meet the CEMEP efficiency levels or the

extended ratings included in The Water

Industry Mechanical and Electrical

Specification (WIMES).

Further complications occurred because

there was no global agreement about which

test method to use when declaring

efficiency levels.

Efficiency Classes
The new IEC 60034-30 international

standard defines four efficiency classes.

IE1, 2 and 3 are commercially available

today. A comparison with the current high

efficiency schemes is shown in the table

below (left).

Comparing the ‘old’ EFF1 listing and the

new IE2 values for equivalent motor ratings

shows that the ‘new’ efficiency figures are

lower. See graph above. The reason for the

reduction is the change in standards used

to define efficiency. These affect the way

‘Stray Losses’ of additional load losses are

handled.

What is covered by 
IE classifications?
The new IE classifications can be used on

most types of motors, unlike the narrow

definition of the CEMEP voluntary scheme,

which only covered the 1.1kw to 90kW, 2

and 4 pole, standard motor range. The

scope defined in the new international IEC

60034 30 standard is:

The New Efficiency Standards
As electric motors consume between 30% and 40% of generated electricity worldwide any changes in

legislation or definition in this area is of major significance. Historically customers paying for energy consumed

have had to evaluate a mass of efficiency standards, legislation, tax rebates, and supplier’s literature to try to

work out the most efficient motor for their needs. At last there should be a harmonised world approach to

quoting electric motor efficiency which Eriks Zvaigzne of the AEMT compares with the previous standards.

The Way Forward
A unified world approach to efficiency has

become essential, since it has been

established that a motor’s running costs are

significantly more important than the initial

capital outlay. The IEC has produced two new

standards, IEC 60034-30:2008 (IE Efficiency

Classes), and IEC 60034-2-1:2007

(Efficiency Determination Test Methods) to

define efficiency levels in a consistent

manner. The EU has also agreed a new

Energy using Products (EuP) Directive:

2005/32/EC, which gives a timeline to the

introduction of Minimum Energy Performance

Standards (MEPS) for induction motors.

Background
In the absence of a world standard, there

have been several ad hoc schemes

developed to define ‘high efficiency’ levels.

This has led to the term ‘high efficiency’

being used in an unregulated way and users

being left to sort out the facts. 

The USA led the way with the Energy Policy

Act (1992), EPAct, which became effective

in 1997.  This mandated minimum

efficiency levels for standard motors at a

level that was deemed ‘high’ by the norms

of the day.

In 1999, the European Committee of

Electric Machine Manufacturers,

CEMEP/EU, introduced a voluntary scheme

that covered a relatively small number of

• Rated voltage up to 1000V

• 50 or 60 Hz

• Output power 0.75kW to 375kW

• 2, 4 or 6 pole

• S1 continuous duty or S3 (80%)

intermittent duty or higher

• Capable of direct-on-line starting

The efficiency levels are quoted by output

without the associated frame size

allocation. Hazardous area motors are

included but it is acknowledged that due to

design restrictions a high efficiency

classification may not be possible. It is up to

the motor manufacturer to decide where IE

levels are quoted on machines unless

mandated by legislation.

The new efficiency levels are to be defined

using the test standard IEC 60034-2-1. The

efficiency will be shown on the nameplate

at rated power, voltage, and frequency, for

Example IE3 - 92.1%.

Efficiency Test Methods
Worldwide there have been two main

efficiency test methods:

• Summation of losses, as favoured in

Europe, based on IEC 60034-2:1996,

• Input and output measurement, as

used in North America, using IEEE

112B (USA), or C390-98 (Canadian),

test standards.

The main difference between the two

methods is in the treatment of ‘stray

losses’. 

IEC 60034-2 measures input power only.

Having deducted the measurable losses

from the input power a further 0.5% of the

input power is deducted as a nominal stray

loss allowance. It has been shown from

tests that the 0.5% figure is too low, which

overstates the efficiency by a corresponding

amount.

IEEE 112B and C390 measure both input

and output power. Having deducted the

measurable losses and the output from the

input, the remaining watts are deemed to

be the stray losses. This method has

consistently given lower motor efficiencies

than using the IEC 60034-2 calculation and

is the comparable method used in the new

test standard IEC 60034-2-1 and when

declaring the new IE classifications. 

The relative values of losses in a

representative motor are shown above.

Comparison of Test
Standards IEC 60034-2
v 60034-2-1
Most motor manufacturers will quote

efficiency as measured by the indirect

method, with addition losses PLL

determined by measurement using the low

uncertainty method. The essential

differences are shown in the table below:

It can be seen that the additional losses are

normally greater than the 0.5% used

historically in Europe. This will result in driven

equipment such as pumps and fans

appearing to become more efficient overnight!

EuP Directive
2005/32/EC, Eco-
design of Energy using
Products for low voltage
motors.

In July 2009 the European Union adopted a

mandatory requirement to move to ‘High’

efficiency IE2 motors by June 2011, with

associated CE marking. 

Further moves to ‘Premium’ efficiency IE3

motors in 2015 and 2017 are scheduled. 

The use of IE2 motors with inverters will

continue to be allowed after the Premium

Efficiency, IE3, introduction in 2015. 

(See table on page 50)

The Directive uses the new IE classes and

test method of IEC 60034-2-1 but reduces

the scope to exclude certain types of motors:

• Hazardous area motors

• Smoke extraction motors

• Brake motors

Effects of the CE
Directive
The effect on motor suppliers will depend

on where they are in the distribution chain.

Motor OEMs will be regarded as ‘putting

into circulation’ motors when they are

manufactured or sent out from their own

warehouses. 

Motors already in plants, stocks at

distributors, consignment stocks at OEMs

are not affected. 

An importer from outside the EU would be

regarded as the agent ‘putting into service’

and thus would be expected to be covered.

Repairs carried out without design changes

will be deemed to retain any CE and IE

marking. If there is a redesign the repairer

will have to demonstrate that the IE

requirements have been met. This may not

be easy as the test regime for efficiency

testing is difficult to implement outside a

manufacturing facility.



Conclusions
The new IEC efficiency standards will help

users to make equivalent comparisons of

alternative motor efficiency offers. 

The EuP Directive for motors will move the

European Union towards a reduced Carbon

Footprint as motor efficiencies will increase.

In the short term there will be yet another

efficiency definition to assimilate. 

Legacy motors will have to be treated with

care when it comes to efficiency as figures

quoted in the past have usually been on the

high side. This will be particularly true when

calculating payback times.

Policing the new regime with appropriate

test authorities, using repeatable

harmonised standards, using practical test

methods, will be a big challenge.
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There are many good reasons for keeping a

close eye on electric motor and driven

equipment temperatures. Higher than normal

readings are a sign of increased losses due

to a change in the loading on some

components. If these changes are in critical

areas there can be a significant effect on

reliability without timely intervention.

• For every 10°C increase in the winding

temperature of a motor the insulation

life is halved.   A motor with a winding

life of 100,000 hours at 120°C would

expect a reduced lifetime of 50,000

hours if run at 130°C.  The converse is

also true. A motor winding run at a

lower  temperature will double the

insulation life for every 10°C reduction. 

• Motor re-grease intervals are often quoted

for a bearing operating temperature of

70°C. This is typically halved for a

temperature increase of 15°C.  

• Nitrile seal life is halved for a

temperature increase of 15°C, a major

issue for gearbox users.

• On hazardous area motors surface

temperatures are a key aspect of

certification.  A responsible inspection

regime needs regular checks that

temperature limits are not being

exceeded. This is particularly relevant

during re-installation of equipment after

maintenance or repair. Alignment and

bearing problems can often produce

increased losses with correspondingly

increased temperatures.

Historically temperatures of driven

equipment may have been assessed by a

‘touch test’ with a maximum contact

temperature limit of 60°C. This method is

obviously not scientific and does have

health and safety implications.

With the advent of non-contact infrared (IR)

devices new options are available to assess

temperatures.  All objects emit infrared

radiation based on their temperatures. As

hotter objects emit more radiation than

cooler ones, they stand out against a cool

background.

The infrared energy received by a

thermograhic camera has three

components, 

• emitted, 

• transmitted, and

• reflected. 

It is the emitted component that is

important. As each application will have its

own unique characteristics, exact

temperature values cannot be assigned to

the thermograms . The main advantage lies

in having a ‘total picture’ of the driven

equipment, even in areas where it would be

difficult to get any other type of

measurement. Thermal imaging clearly

shows heat losses which could be wasted

energy or a problem in the making.

Experienced engineers with site knowledge

can interpret thermographic readings by

comparing them against previous tests.

Readings can reveal abnormal temperatures

before they result in failure of a component.

This allows timely maintenance to be

undertaken or replacements to be fitted

avoiding costly breakdowns in installations

such as control panels, motor windings and

bearings etc.  Many faults identified early

can be remedied by tightening a bolt,

replacing a bearing etc., or other simple

preventive action.

For type and acceptance testing,

thermography can be used by both

manufacturers and customers to verify the

overall performance and rating data of a

piece of equipment. 

Users of new plant installations may have

monitoring undertaken at the

commissioning stage to prove satisfactory

operation. The readings then act as a

benchmark for the comparison of the

results of subsequent testing as part of a

planned maintenance programme.

The AEMT has over 50 members able to

undertake thermographic surveys. The

interpretation of readings requires the skill

and experience of trained operatives. The

large initial investment of a camera and

training is normally far too high for most

users, whereas many service companies

use thermography as an important part of

their maintenance scheduling. 

Thermography can be invaluable in

detecting energy savings, where equipment

may be running inefficiently,  and point to

problem ‘hot’ applications which need

addressing, such as dry joints in switchgear,

leaks etc.

Deritend are an AEMT member with trained

thermography experts  and they highlight

the value of thermography  on a typical

gearbox application.

‘Today, planned maintenance programmes

mean that instruments  are used for

measuring temperature - contact

thermometers, thermocouples, and non-

contact infrared thermometers, in

applications where direct temperature

measurement is not possible. These units

absorb ambient infrared (IR) radiation given

off by a heated surface. In addition,

increasing numbers of companies are now

using thermal imaging to detect when a

gearbox is running hotter than normal. The

benefits of this technology are that it can

also detect leaks, by revealing hot oil

running down gearbox casings.’

Journalaemt

Thermography 
Eriks Zvaigzne highlights the ‘hot spots’, and some of the
benefits of using thermography.

Photo courtesy Brook Crompton

A Thermographic image of a gearbox taken from a
Flir thermal imaging camera, shows that the gearbox
is running too hot and requires action to prevent it
from failing prematurely. Photo courtesy Flir. 



Audrey Hollings, Peter Hollings, and Ron Mitten at
the AEMT Dinner Dance in 2005.

He ensured that Dowding and Mills had a

national network of branches by adding

Manchester, Sheffield, Bristol, Middlesbrough,

Durham, Ipswich, Swansea, and Falkirk. This

enabled the company to offer large national

companies a 24 hour service anywhere in the

UK. Having sailed the world he then decided to

make Dowding and Mills an international

company with acquisitions in Holland,

Germany, Luxembourg, Australia, and the USA.

In 1971 Peter was also invited to become

President of the AEMT.

In 1979, after ten years of amazing growth to

a turnover of £2million, he became the first

executive Chairman of Dowding and Mills. Jim

Cole, who had been his apprentice in London,

took over as group Managing Director, and

followed in his footsteps to become President

of the AEMT in 1980. The two of them were a

formidable team, the head office was kept to

an absolute minimum, but they seemed to

keep their finger well and truly on the button,

and knew exactly what jobs were going

through where. Peter was a keen advocate of

ensuring that jobs were properly costed, which

was the cornerstone of his success, and gave

presentations to AEMT members on this topic.

Throughout this period Dowding and Mills

concentrated all of their resources on the

repair of equipment and were not interested in

carrying a large stock of motors. Choice can

create problems, but the sales team at

Dowding and Mills rarely had a conflict over

whether to sell a new motor or repair it, they

only had one option: repair it. This policy was

certainly more profitable and much easier to

control. Despite running a growing

international company, Peter was always

available if you rang him, sincere, and always

willing to help in any way that he could.

The two of them made the key decision in the

1980’s to install a copper rolling mill at Camp

Hill in Birmingham to overcome the erratic

supply of copper strip. They were the first

company in the UK to have such a facility and

it enabled them to become leaders in the

supply of High Voltage Coils.

In 1986 they continued their expansion with

the purchase of Bootham Engineers from the

Rymer family in York. Bootham Engineers had

become one of the leading mechanical repair

companies in the UK.They then added a

company specialising in instrument calibration

and repair. Peter Hollings became non

executive chairman of Dowding and Mills in

1990, and Jim Cole became the chief

executive. At the same time Peter was made

an Honorary member of the AEMT for his major

contribution to the industry. He retired as

Chairman of Dowding and Mills in 1995 at the

age of 70, and Jim Cole took on the position of

Chairman and Chief Executive. Peter’s financial

acumen and understanding of the business set

the direction for Dowding and Mills and made it

a very strong international company. The

company began to face a tricky period, but Jim

Cole still managed to squeeze higher profits by

keeping a firm eye on costs, at the same time

he managed to update some of the company’s

buildings and facilities, however there was no

longer the volume growth of previous years

with manufacturing industry continuing to

decline. Only two years later on Boxing Day in

1997 Jim Cole died unexpectedly aged only 58.

Charlie Jenkins, who was Southern and

Western Regional Director for Dowding and

Mills said “Peter had always led from the top

by example, and with the courage of his

convictions. He would always stand by what

he believed was the best thing for the

company.  He was the epitome of the best of

British business practice based on being

scrupulously honest and fair, and he always

showed great consideration for the

employees within the company.”

Peter Hollings was always remarkably modest,

but he had built up the financial stature of one

of the UK’s leading repair companies and

turned it into a world leader.  He chaired and

directed the company through its formative

years from 1969 to 1995, and was the

architect of its expansion both in the UK, and

internationally. He was very proud that he had

built up a strong and respected company. He

was desperately disappointed when this

became unravelled and Dowding and Mills

faced a troubled period at the beginning of

this decade, but fortunately the company has

survived and remains a leading force in the

world of electrical and mechanical

engineering, thanks to his foresight and

commitment to the company. 

Peter and Audrey had been married for a

remarkable 60 years. Paula Hollings gave a

tribute to her father and Mark Hollings was

also at the church with his mother. Peter has

left an amazing legacy, and will be sadly

missed by all who knew him.
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Peter Hollings was born in Aston, Birmingham

in 1925. When he left Solihull School in 1942

he joined the Merchant Navy and rose through

the ranks to gain his first officer’s certificate.

He spent seven years in the Merchant Navy,

travelling all over the world. Much of his time

in the merchant navy was during wartime. It

was the only lifeline for many countries to

ensure that they still received the provisions

they required and at times took a great deal of

courage. He remained passionate about the

sea, and kept a yacht “Astenel” at Hamble. In

his retirement he still loved to go on cruises

with his wife Audrey.

His father Arthur Edward Hollings was a

Director of Dowding and Mills and when Peter

left the navy in 1949 he became an

apprentice at the company in Birmingham. In

those days Dowding and Mills, which was

founded in 1913, had only two branches:

Camp Hill (originally an old organ workshop),

and London, purchased in 1951.

He worked his way up to manager of the

London branch, which had been struggling,

and swiftly turned it round. He then became

Director for the South and South East

operations, which included the next branch

Dowding and Mills purchased, a small repair

business in Southampton. Peter Hollings was

then instrumental in purchasing the

Nottingham branch in 1965 and soon

afterwards became Group Managing Director

in 1969. Under his pragmatic leadership

Dowding and Mills became the company that

we know today. The company began to expand

and grow significantly. 

Peter Lewis Hollings
12th April 1925 – 6th October 2009
A remarkable leader, who turned Dowding and Mills from a two branch company
to a truly international company with branches in Europe, America, and Australia.
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Dave Cowles and Andrew Savage of Mid Kent Electrical, Tim Marks of the AEMT,   Ian Smedley of
AESSEAL, and Philip Bourne of HG Rewinds in front of some of the high precision Mori Seiki multi
axis machine tools that the company uses. 

Journalaemt

Malcolm Hirst of PAR, Philip Bourne of HG Rewinds, Dave Cowles of
Mid Kent, Ian Smedley, Commercial Manager of AES, Andrew Savage
of Mid Kent, and Eriks Zvaigzne of the AEMT, watching a mechanical
seal for a special order being assembled.

Chris Birks (Hi Wire), Ian Walker (Rotary Engineering UK), Adrian Larmour
(Deritend), with Steve Cooper (Quartzelec Power Generation Manager), and
Richard Hale (Group Managing Director of the Deritend Group) examining
fractures on a retaining ring. 

Magda Bartosova and Lucie Hodkova of Rotor UK exchanging details with Ian Walker,
the MD of Rotary Electrical Services Ltd.

AEMT Visit to AESSEAL®

in Rotherham.
AEMT members visited the brand new 100.000 square foot headquarters, factory, and development centre of  AESSEAL® in Rotherham. The

company has seen phenomenal growth in excess of 25% per year, which has allowed it to become the only major UK and international entrant

into the mechanical seals industry for pumps and rotating equipment in the last twenty years. The facilities were very impressive.

AEMT visit to the refurbished
Quartzelec workshop in Rugby.
After an AEMT meeting at the Dunchurch Park Hotel, Steve Cooper, The Power Generation Manager, gave a presentation on Quartzelec and its

capabilities. Members were invited to visit the Quartzelec workshop in Rugby after its major refit and to see their extensive test facilities.
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1. Eriks Zvaigzne ( AEMT Technical Consultant) and Chris Birks (Hi-Wire).
2. Chris Birks and  Dominic Johnston of Hi-Wire with Steve Cooper

(Quartzelec) discussing a coil being taped up.
3. Philip Bourne (HG Rewinds) talking to Robert Shoebridge (WH Shoebridge),

and Tim Marks AEMT Secretary.
4. Chris Birks, Lucie Hodkova, and Steve Cooper in Clarich.
5. Wal Adams (Honorary member) with Ian Baxter of Morganite.

AEMT visit to Clarich.
AEMT members visited Clarich, the high voltage coil manufacturing company recently purchased by Quartzelec and moved into part of their main

building in Rugby. 
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Keen prices and excellent stocks of
all types of electric motor and air
driven pumps.

Industrial... Process... Food... HVAC... etc...

Replacement parts and kits supplied
for all makes and models.

Submersible... Helical Rotor...Multistage... etc...

CALL FOR A QUOTATION OR CATALOGUE

An independent   family run business established in 1976

SHEPHERD ROAD, GLOUCESTER GL2 5EL

MECHANICAL SEAL SPECIALISTS

0800 1077867
FAX: (01452) 303691

WHOLESALE PRICES
RETAIL SERVICE!


